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Extremal Problems for Degree Sequences
s. A. BURR,t p. ERD6s, B. J. FAUDREE,2 1,. cyARFAs,s R. H. scHELP4

1. Introduction
If positive integer weights are assigned to the edges of a graph G, then the degree
of a vertex is the sum of the weights of the edges that are incident to the vertex.
A graph G wiih weighted edges is said to be irreEuler if the degrees of the vertices
are distinct, and the irregularity strength of the graph G is the smallest s such that
the edges can be weighted with {1,2r...,s| and be irregular. These n<ltions are
defined in [1].
No graph can have irregularity strength 1, since it is not possible for all of
the degrees to be distinct in a simple (no weights on the edges) graph. Several
measures can be used to determine horv close a graph is to being irregular. For
example, the number of duplicated degrees, the sum of the duplicated degrees, or
even the location of the duplicated degrees in the degree sequence are possibilities.
Also, the number, sum, or location of distinct (or not duplicated) degrees could be
consid.ered. We will consider various combinations of these rneasures and determine
(or give bounds) for their extremal values.
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2. Notation
Let G be a graph of order n with degree sequence

(4Sdz<...<d,).
We will always :rssume that {u1, 1)2t...tu,} is the vertex set with degrees in
the increasing order just given unleas explicitly stated otherwise. For any such
degree sequence the index set {1,2,...,n} ie partitioned into two sets D : D{G)
(duplicated degrees) and ,S : S(G) (single degrees). Thus

D

: {i: d;: di for some i * jl,

and S is the remaining set of indices that are associated with degrees that appear
precisely once in the sequence. Each index ia D is associated with eome duplicated
degree, and if we choose the first index associated with each duplicated degree, we
obtain a proper subset Dt : D (G) of D. Also, related to the degree sequence is
the set "M : fi(G) (missing degrees), which is

N : {i :O 3 i ( n- 1 and j ld for any i}.
Note that the set .lvt is not a subset of the index set, but a collection of possible
values of degrees on the index set. Flom this poiut on we will identify with each
graph G the sets D , D, ,,,\t and ^9 (not identifying the graph G unlese it ia necessary
to avoid confusion). Also, by DD, DD and ES we will mean ihe sum of the
degrees indexed by each of the sets, and by E.l't the sum of the elements i-n ,,V.
Let Hn denote the graph of order n with vertex set I/(Il") and edge set E{II")

given by:

(H"): {ur, vzt . . . t u,} and
E(H-) : {u;oi : i * j > n and i I j}.
V

This graph, called the half graph, has degree sequence

. (;
di:[;_t

i<nft,
;>n12,
examples of graphs that have extremal

and will be used to construct several
degree sequences. Note that for the graph I{., }t : {0}, p' : {lnlz)),
D : {lnl2),L"lZ) * 1} with the one duplicated degree being In/2], S :
: {1,2,..., n} - D, and DD - 2Lnl2).
For every graph G the set D is nonempty, since [here are only n possible
degrees for vertices of a graph of order /r, and ii is not poesible for 0 and n - 1 to
be simultaneously in a degree sequence. For the half graph ldn, D has precisely two
elements and ,[{ has ]. element. In each case these are clearly the minimal possible,
so some of the extremal problems are trivial. However, not aII of the extremal
problems are so simple.
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One of the results that will be useful is a classical condition of Erd6s and Gallai
which gives a characterization of grophical degree sequences.
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The left hand side of the previous inequality is a lower bound on the number
of edges betweeu the /c vertices of highest degree and the remailing vertices of the
Braph, and the right hand side is an upper bound on this number of edges. It is this
comparison on the count of the number of edges that will be used most frequently.
In fact, generally we will not use the statement of Theorem 1 explicitly, but ve use
the argument that verifies the only if part of the Theorem.
Another well known useful result concerning graphical degree sequences is due
to Havel [a] and Hakimi [3].

Theorem 2. ([3],[4]) Asequencedt l dz <... S d.**O is graphicalif andonlyif
the (rearranged) sequence d1rd2r...,dn-do-rrdn-dn- 1,. .. ,dn-L-l is graphical.

S. Location of duplicated degrees
In the half graph Hn the indices in D are in the middle of the degree sequence.
Is it possible in a degree sequence that all of the indices in D are small (or large),
and if so, how small (or large)? The following example indicates that in a graph of
order rz all of the duplicated degrees can be in the first approximately
the degree sequence.

"/i

terms of

Leb m be a fixed positive integer, and n an integer satisfying

-m*6 <n<m2 +m*6,
where 6:0 for rr, even, and 6: l for n odd. Let {urrr"r...,ur}
m2

be the vertices
of the half graph .E[,-1, and add to this graph an isolated vertex u1 to form the
graph 1Il. Let.A: {ur,rrr...,o^}. Form anew graph tr, from Hnby addingfor
each i > (r* 1)12 an edge between u; and a vertex in A in such a way that the
new degrees of the vertices in.A differ by at most 1 (in fact are either m-1, or m).
This can be done, since if B is the sum of the degrees it Ln of. the vertices in .r{,
then

m(m-1)

<B: (T)

+ lnlz) <

m2
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The graph.to has degree sequence

. f ,r.-1orm ilm
a;:[;_1
i>*.
Therefore, all degrees are distinct except for the fi.rst m

f

1 terms, and

6/46:61+r+t)12<m*1<( a(n-6) +t+3)12.
Thus, all indices of D a.re in the first approximately {i terms of the degree
sequence. This example indicates that the folloring theorem is the best possible.

Theorem 8. LetG be agraphof orderr.withdegreesequenced,l
If d; €. S for all i > k, then

l

dz

I ...(

dn.

k>('/4("-6:l+t+tllz,
:

6:

for n odd.
Proof. First consider the case when n : 2P is even. We will assume that
, C {1,2,...,k}, and show that k satisfies the inequality in the statement of
the theorem. Let A be the vertices associated with the firtt p terms in the degree
sequence of G, and B the remaining vertices. We rill couut the number of edges
between .4 and B using the proof technique of Theorem I to obtain the iaequality
for k.

where 6

0 for r, even, and

1

t- p* i

nertice* of C. This
bermen E and ,{'
On the other hand, the degree sequence of the vertices in .4 are all distinct
except for possibly the first /c terms, and the largest degree is al mmt t - 1. Thus
the sum of the degrees of the vertices in ,A is at most
Hence, f.or

i > p - t,

upai is adjacent to at least

implies that there are at least

I + 2 +.

..

+t

: f It)

edges

(t- r)+ (r- z)+...+ (r-p+Ic)+k(t - p+k-t):plzt-p-

1112.

which gives an upper bound on the number of edges betreen ,t[ and
following inequality results:

(f)

. (';')

(l),

B.

The

-pet-p-L)tz.

Considering the right hand side of the above inequality as a fu*ction of t it is easy
to verify that its minimum integer value is p and occurs t'hen t - p' Thus, we have
the inequality,

k2-tcZZp:n,
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which is immediately the desired result for n even.

For n : 2p * 1. odd, the same argument used in the even case yields the
inequality k2 - k ) 2p - n - 1. This gives the desired inequality and completes the
proof of Theorem 3. I

Remark. The complement of the graph .to

is one that has its

D contained in the

last approximaiety 1fn terms of the degree sequence. Also, this is the best possible
by the argument just given.

4. Sums of duplicated and missing degrees
Before stating any results in this section some specialized notation wili be given and
families of graphs with special degree sequences will be described. For nonnegative
integers p < S < r and positive integer fr, consider the sequence of n : r - p * k
numbers

(p,p + 1,...,

Q

-

1,e,

e,... $Q*

1, g

* 2,... rr)

with the term q occurring ,b times in the sequence. The family of graphs of order
n with this degree sequence willbe denoted by )/(p, e,r,k).In particular, the half
graph 11, is in,Y(1, L"lZ),n-1,2), and at the other extreme a g-regular graph is
in X(q,Q,Q,n).
There are families of graphs related to the half graph f/, that can be derived
from II, We will describe two such families that will be used to show the sharpness
of the bounds in the theorems that will follow. The first will be described here,
and the second later in this section.
For the first family, leb ,t ) 2 be a fixed integer and m be an integer divisible
by h - 1. Consider the half graph H2* with vertices {u1,o2,. ..,u2n). The vertex
u* is adjacent to the m vertices T : {u*+r,i)m*2t...,uzn}. A graph of order
n : 2m + /c - 1 can be obtained from H2* by adding ,t - 1 independent vertices
{urrur,...,u*-r} such that each ui is adjacent to ml@ - 1) vertices of ?, each
vertex of ? is adjacent to just one of the u;'s, and the degrees of the remaining
vertices of H2* are left unchanged. Since this graph has k vertices of degree
*l{k 1) (n - k +
2), ii is in,V(1, (" - k + t)lpk - z),n - k + t,k),
so we

- :

t)l\k-

will denote it by

H(t,(n

-

k + t) l@k

-

z),n

-

fr

+

1,

k).
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Clearly for this graph

ED'

: ("- k+1)lpk -

2) anil

ED:k(n-k+l)l?k-2).
iI k:2, then the half graph If, is obtained and DD' : (n - l)12 and
ED:n-1. At theotherextreme, ilrr,:.k-1(i.e. n:3lc-3), then ED:l
and XD : k: (z + 3)/r for the graph .Ff,(1, 1,2nf 3, (n + S)/S). This is, in fact,
Note that

the smallest possible value of DD, as the following result indicates.

Theorem 4. If G is a graph of order n without isolated vertices, then EDt
andED > (r+ 3)13. In addition, bot.h bouads are -"trarP.

) I

Proof. The graph Hn(l,l,znf 3,(n + 3)/3) just described
inequality could not be improved. Also, cleariy DD' >

verifies that each
1, silce any degree sequence

must have a duplication.
For the second inequality consider the degree sequence d7 1 d,2 I ... I dn of
G and assume that ED < (r*3)/3. Select the largest i:rdex7 such that di < nf 3.
Such an index exists, in fact, with 1 < 2nf3; for if nor, then there would be
i + 1- tu13 > (n + l)ll duplicated degrees precediag d;. ALrc, j > nf3, for il
not, there would be duplicated degrees after di which are greater than n/3. Let

A: {ur,uz ...,uy} and B : {ui*r,ui+2,..., u'}.
Select the integer t such that t < nfS,but r+ 1> n/3. Observe that di ! t,
and also di*, < di*, < ...1dn, di+t)- t*i for i > 1. and u;-r ! adjacent to at
1 vertices of.a. In particular, u, G adjaceot to at ieast t* 1
least t -n-li*r*
vertices of .4, and so there are at least I + 2 +... + (, -l- 1) edges from B and .4.

B is no more than the sum of the degrees
+ 2+ 3 +... ; f (rr-hich can be the case
of the vertices in
DD > t+ 2 > {n+3)/3, This
Therefore,
when 1is the only duplicated degree.).
I
4.
contradiction completes the proof of Theorem
However, the number of edges from .A to

-A, and so is at most DD

If a bound is placed on the number of duplicated

degrees or the minimum de-

gree in the degree sequence, then more can be said about the sum of the duplicated

degrees. The following two theorems are examples of this t1'pe of result.

Theorem 5. Let k be a fr,xed positive integer. If G is a graph of sufr.ciently la.rge
order n with no isolated vertices sucl 6.hat the number of duplicated degrees is k
(i.e., lDl : k), then

- 2k + 2)lOk- 2), and
DD> k(n-2k+z)l\k-2).

ED' > (n

For ease of calculation we will consider the ca-ge n : 2m. However, the
argument for the case rr odd is the same, but the calculations are slightly more

Proof.

SEqUENCES
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involved. We give an indirect argument and suppose that at least one of the
inequalities in the conclusion of the theorem fails to hold. tet A : {orroz, . , . ,u*},
B : {r*+rrt)1n}2t... r14,*}, and t: d(r*+r).

t ) m- k*2. Thus, the fact that the conclusion
of the theorem is not true implies that each of the degrees d(u-1;) for 1 ( i 1 m
are distinct for n suficiently large. Ifeuce, d(u*+;) > ,+i- 1 ard u*1; is adjacent
to at least t + i - rft vertices of .r{ for each i } 1. Thprefore, the number of edges
from B to A is at least 1+2+...+f. On the other hand, the number of edges
from C to B is bounded above by the sum of the degreee of the vertices in .4.
For each i e D ,Iet 11 be the number of times the degree d; is duplicated. Thus,
X ti: &. With this notation, we have the following inequality:
Since D has at most

,L

iadices,

i€D'

< 1+2+... + (r - r) + t fti - tldi.
Dr(r,)
i=l
i€D'

Comparing these estimates on the number of edges between .A and

B

gives

r+2+...+(r-1)+ f (ri -L),ti > 1+2+...+r.
ieD'

lf

r:

max{rr

:

j e D'}, then (since r I

,l

lc),

I
I

(r

-

l)DD >

l

I (r1- 1)d;, anit
jeD'

l
l

I

i

ED' > t / (,

- r) 2 (n lz - k + z) I Q -

1)

>

(n

-

2k

+

2)

I @k

-

2).

Also, for n sufficiently large

ED

: D

ieD'

rrd, > t +EDt > k{o -

2k

+ 2)/(2k

-

21.

The last two inequalities give contradictions which complete the proof of Theo.
rem

5. I

The bounds on ED and l.D given in Theorem 5 are close to the
best possible. This is established by the graph previously denoted as
.E(1, {n - k + 2) I Qk - 2),n-,t + r, /c).
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L be a fixed integer, and G be a graph of sufrciently large

and minimal degree

k-

Then,

ED > k, and
DD >_ k(n + k2) lpk + t).
Proof. The first inequality is trivia! since any graph must have duplicated degrees
: ,t for a
and k is the minimal degree. One cannot improve on thls, since XD'
k-regular graph.

Let G be a graph rrhich does not satisfy the second iaequality. Since G
has minimal degree k, the number, say f, of duplicated degrees is less than
(n+ k2) I @k+ 1). Select the smallest integer r such that d. ) n- r* 1' Note that
su.h an r exists; in particular, dn) 1. For any i, diZ i +k- t, since the number
of duplicated d.egreesist. Thus, tdi <n- j,it follows that 1< ('*t-k)12'
This implies, < {, + t - k + 2)12.
Let .4 : {ut, 1r2t...tu"-r},and let B the remaining vertices of G' For n
suflRciently large the degrees ofthe vertices in B are distinct, since the sum ofjust
two duplicated degrees as large as d(u.) would exceed,t(n+ k2)l{2k* 1)' Hence,
if d(u.) - p>- n- r + 1, then d(u,+;) > p+i - 1 and u'1; is adjacent to at least
p+ i - n * r )f * 1 vertices of A for each z )> 1. Thus, the number of edges from
B to Ais at least 1+2+...+("-r+1)' On the otherhand, the number of edges
from ,A to B is bounded above by the sum of the degrees of the vertices in .'4, and
the only possible degrees are

fr,k* 1,...,(r-,).

Therefore, we have the following

inequality:

ED> (n-r+1) +t+2+...+ (k- 1)'
A direct consequence of this and the bounds on r and t imply that
ED > k(n + k2)l(2k + l), a contradiction which completes the proof of Theo-

rem

6. I

We next describe the second family of graphs that can be derived from the haH

One of these graphs conflrms that the second inequality in Theorem 6
cannot be substantially improved. Other members of this family of graphs will
play the same role for the inequalities in Theorem 7 which follows.
Let /c be a fixed even positive iateger, and let {ur,'r,'",u,} be the vertices
of the half graph .t1.. Assume n is divisible by 2(e - 1), and let m : nf2 and
graph

I/,.

2)12. Aller the graph 11, bv deleting the m - t edges
and the vertices ,9 : {u*+r ttml2r".roz*-t), and adding m - t
edges between S and ?: {rr,1)2t..-tuh-2}. This can be done such that each of
the vertices of ? has degree t and the degrees of the vertices of S are unchanged,

: (ml$between u1

1))

+ (k -

since

rn-t:(k-z)t- (-;t) :,,-

1)+

(t-z)+...+ (t_

rc+z)'

r,XTP.EMALPROa.LEMS

For t
de*ote by

)

,t

-
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1 {which is certainly true for n large) this graph, which we wiil

E"{k-

1,

(n*(e-1}{e-2})l{?k-z)),

is in )i*(k- 1, (*+ (k- 1)(&the following for this graph:

2))/(2k-z)j,

n

-

"-1,

fr),

1, k).Direct calculation gives

E,[{: (*; '),

ED: k(n + (b - 1)(k - 2))/(2k - 2), a*d
ED: (a + (/c - 1)(e - 2)) l@k - 2) : t.
Note that the graph H-(k, {n*k(k-l\) lzk), n- 1, ,t* 1} has miaimum degree
and ED : (& + 1)(n + k(k - L)) lzk This indicates that the second inequality tu1
Theorem 6 is the correct order of magnitude.
,b

For the graph If,(,b-1, (n*(k-1)(h-2))l@k-2)), n-L, k), the minimums
of the functions DD + D,tr{ and E.D + X,l{, considered as functions of L, can be
easily calculated using elementary techniques. Their minimums and the value of
,b that gives the minimum are the following (for the last function the values are
approximated):

ED'(kl + x.tt(k)

:

ED(e) + E;l't(k)

:

b.+

3('.l2]r2ta)
2

lc:

(nlZ)L13

k:

(nlz)t13 q

11

I

1
I

These give upper bounds for the extremal numbers for each of the functions, and
the following theorem will show that they each give the corect value in order of
magnitude.

Theorem T. If G is a graph of sufr.ciently large order n, then:

DD +l.M >

lD+8.1,{

{,

una

>n12l-+

For ease of calculation we will consider the case when n : 2r'n is even.
The argument for z odd is same, although the arithmetic is more complicated. Let
{rr, n&, . . . , u*} be the vertices of G which give the degree sequence dt < dz < - . -

Proof.

( d*, aad let .A : {ur,urr...,?-}

and B be the remaining vertices of G. Assume
that at least one of the inequalities fails to be satisfied by the degree sequence of G.

.l
I
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Clearly any duplicated degree from m,m* 1, ...)7t- l gives UD > nf2 and
ED > n. AIso, any missing degree from m, m * 1r... ,n - 1 along with the sum
of duplicated degrees given by Theorem 6 implies each of the inequatrities of the

Theorem. Thus, we assume that none of the degreee mrm * 1,-..,8 - 1 can
be missing or duplicated, so the degrees of the vertices in B are precisely these
l aud u*1; is
numbers. This implies foreach i > l that d(u*a1) : *+sadjacent to at least f vertices of C. Therefore, the number of edgeo from B to .4 is
at least 1 + 2 + ... * m. On the other hand, the number of edgea from C to B is
bounded above by the sum of the degrees of the neriices ia d. Heace, we have the
following inequality (where .9' : ,S 4,4):

x,s'+ED>t+2+...*m.
No vertex in .d has degree

m: n/2, and therefore

ED>nlt+DD+t,[{.

(1)

If there is a duplicated

* S,

aa irnrnediatc contraJiction is
reached. Therefore, each duplicated degrees is less than $, rind so there are
more than rr1/3 ir,di""r in D. Since the number of terms in l( or .Elt fo the Ea.rne asr
the number of indices in D, we have
degree as large

ED' +8,[{ >

(2)

l+2+...+ [21ls1, +

Inequalities (1) and (2) imply

ED

(3)

> nf2.+

The inequalities (2) and (3) give contradiction xhich complecc the proof of
Theorem

7. r

{t
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